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Biographical Description for The
HistoryMakers® Video Oral History
with Bernyce Ayesha Hassan-Fletcher

person

Hassan-Fletcher, Bernyce Ayesha, 1922-2015
Alternative Names: Bernyce Ayesha Hassan-Fletcher; Ayesha Bernyce Hassan-
Fletcher

Life Dates: December 29, 1922-october 15, 2015

Place of Birth: philadelphia, pennsylvania, UsA

Occupations: presidential secretary

Biographical Note

Bernice Ayesa Hassan-Fletcher was born in philadelphia on December 29, 1922. Her
parents were immigrants, her mother from Jamaica and her father from eritrea. Hassan-
Fletcher graduated from West philadelphia High school and immediately went to work
following graduation.

With the United states' entry into World War II, opportunities for women to join the
workforce were abundant. Moving to Berkeley, California, Hassan-Fletcher became a
bookkeeper on a naval base in oakland. Following the war, she went to work for the
phone company, becoming one of the first African American women to work the
telephone switchboards in Berkeley. Later, using her bookkeeping skills, Hassan-
Fletcher became the accountant for the largest co-op in the city of Berkeley. After
marrying Arthur Fletcher in 1964, she became the office manager of Berkeley High
school.

Hassan-Fletcher and her husband moved to Washington D.C., where she became
involved with the Model Cities program that was part of president Lyndon Johnson's
War on poverty. In 1968, she became the campaign manager for her husband's bid for
lieutenant governor. In 1970, she became the office manager of her husband's
consulting firm, Hassan-Fletcher & Associates. With the election of president ronald
reagan, Hassan-Fletcher became the office manager to First Lady nancy reagan.
Hassan-Fletcher was the first African American woman to hold this post. she returned
to Fletcher & Associates following the reagan administration.

In her spare time, Hassan-Fletcher loves to cook, baking breads and pastries as gifts
during the holiday season. Hassan-Fletcher and her husband have three children, nine
grandchildren and fourteen great-grandchildren.
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Hassan-Fletcher passed away on october 15, 2015.
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